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The Institute of Information Science (IIS)
was established in 1982. We currently have
39 full-time research faculty, 33 post-doctoral
research fellows, and slightly more than
200 research associates and specialists. Our
research is conducted in eight specialized
laboratories: Bioinformatics, Computer Systems, Information Processing and Discovery
(iPAD), Multimedia Technology, Natural Language and Knowledge Processing, Network Systems and Services, Programming
Languages and Formal Methods, and Computation Theory and Algorithms.
IIS is not a degree-granting institution, with
two important exceptions. In 2003 a Ph.D.
program in bioinformatics was established
under the auspices of Academia Sinica’s
Taiwan International Graduate Program;
more than 65 students are enrolled. In 2014,
another doctoral program − Social Networks
and Human-Centered Computing (SNHCC)
was inaugurated with 25 students so far.
Many of our research fellows hold joint
faculty appointments at top universities in
Taiwan. This allows our institution to play a
very significant role in training and fostering
advanced research talent in the IT industry
and in academia in Taiwan.

Message from the Director

F

irst of all, I would like to welcome Dr. Li Su, who joined our research team in
January. I would also like to congratulate Dr. De-Nian Yang for being promoted to

Research Fellow.
In the thirty-five years since the founding of the Institute of Information Science,
our faculty members have steadfastly maintained their dedication to research in
their areas of expertise. We are proud that their efforts have been recognized both
domestically and internationally through numerous awards, such as the Distinguished
Alumni Award the from University of Illinois, the Young Scholars’ Creativity Award
from the Foundation for the Advancement of Outstanding Scholarship, the Annual
Teco Award, and the Outstanding Electrical Engineer Professor Award from the
Chinese Institute of Electrical Engineering.
In this issue of IIS Update, the Developing Story section presents my own research
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work on Constructing Topic-Person Interaction Networks from Social Media, which
is focused on automatic construction of person-interaction networks from a set
of topic-specific documents. The Project section introduces Associate Research
Fellow Dr. Chung-Yen Lin’s research project on Decoding the Epigenetic Riddle of
the Genome. The Lab Profile introduces the Programming Languages and Formal
Methods Laboratory, and Associate Research Fellow Dr. Shin-Cheng Mu describes
the lab’s research work on guaranteeing software correctness through logic and
mathematical tools. In the Great Idea section, Research Fellow Dr. Churn-Jung Liau
presents a puzzle about majority voting called the doctrinal paradox. Finally, in the
Spotlight section, Associate Research Fellow Dr. Ling-Jyh Chen shares his research
journey related to several practical network and computer problems.
As always, your valuable comments and feedback on this newsletter are much
appreciated. You are welcome to visit the IIS at any time.

Honors and Awards

Dr. De-Nian Yang being promoted to Research
Fellow, effective September 22nd, 2016.

Dr. Yuan-Hao Chang
receiving the Outstanding Electrical Engineer
Professor Award 2017 from the Chinese
Institute of Electrical Engineering
and receiving the 2018 Academia Sinica

Dr. Der-Tsai Lee receiving
a Distinguished Alumni Award
from University of Illinois.

Career Development Award.

Dr. Kai-Min Chung
receiving the fifth “The Young Scholars’ Creativity
Award” of the Foundation for the Advancement of

Dr. Mark Liao receiving the
23rd Annual Teco Award.

Outstanding Scholarship.

Distinguished Lecture Series
Machine Learning Revisited
Eugene Wong — October 3, 2017
“….. Machine learning using neural networks is the rage of computer science.
It is estimated that a large proportion of all computing cycles are consumed by
machine learning applications. Even with parallelization and special processors,
training is time consuming and laborious. A large application could take days
and weeks to complete the training process..…..”

Social Physics: Toward a Computational Understanding of Society
Alex Pentland — September 12, 2017
“New “big data” analytics now provide a computational framework for dramatically
better understanding of human societies. This new capability is revolutionizing both
governments and industry, but if it is to be most effective we need new approaches to
data analytics, new “AI” capabilities,…..”

Syntax-Guided Synthesis
Rajeev Alur — December 19, 2016
“The formulation of the syntax-guided synthesis problem (SyGuS) is aimed at standardizing
the core computational problem common to these proposals in a logical framework.
The input to the SyGuS problem consists of a background theory, a semantic correctness
specification for the desired program given by a logical formula, and a syntactic set of
candidate implementations given by a grammar.......”

Distinguished Lecture Series
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Constructing Topic-Person Interaction Networks
from Social Media

Yung-Chun Chang, Chien-Chin Chen,
and Wen-Lian Hsu

T

he development of a topic in a set of
topic-specific documents constitutes
of a series of person interactions at
specific times and places. Knowing the
interactions of the persons mentioned in
these documents can help readers better
understand the contents. Recognizing
interactions between topic persons,
however, is more difficult than the
analogous tasks of relation extraction
and protein–protein interaction (PPI)
extraction, because the interactions
between people are changeable and
topic-dependent. For instance, during
the 2012 U.S. presidential election,
the Democratic candidate, incumbent
president Barack Obama, often criticized
Mitt Romney for his political views.
However, when Obama was forming
a new cabinet after the election, he

Intelligent Agent Systems Lab members.

broke bread with Romney at the White
House and even considered offering
his former opponent a position in the
new cabinet. Furthermore, mentions
of person interactions may be found
across clauses, and may consist of
several verbs and named entities, which
can obstruct the identification of these
interactions. Therefore, topic-person
interaction mining is a challenging
task. In light of this, we present a novel
method to generate topic-person interaction networks: Scouting Person
Interaction using Rich Interactive Tree
(SPIRIT). Experimental results on real-

world datasets demonstrate that our
approach outperforms well-known
relation-extraction and PPI methods.
Moreover, the generated topic-person
interaction networks can help readers
construct the background of the topic
and facilitate comprehension in a
visualized manner.
Construction of Person-Interaction
Network
Detecting text segments that may
convey interac tions among mentioned people is the first step of cons-

An example
of rich
interactive tree
construction.
(Figure 1)

Chinese

English

美國總統歐巴馬以47%比46% 領先 共和黨總統候 U.S. President Obama leading Republican
選人羅姆尼
presidential candidate Romney with 47% to 46% of
opinion polling.
拜登在首次副總統辯論上與萊恩唇槍舌劍
Biden and Ryan have a dispute in the first debate of
vice president.
歐巴馬總統改變戰略，猛轟對手羅姆尼
President Obama changes his strategies, and started
to criticize his rival Romney
副總統拜登對決主打保守預算政策的共和黨副總 Vice President Joe Biden versus Republican vice
統候選人萊恩
presidential candidate Paul Ryan who promotes a
conservative budget policy.

tructing a person-interaction network. For a set of topic documents,
we first decompose them into a set of
candidate segments, each of which is
likely to mention interactions of topic
persons. The candidate segments are
then generalized into six structural
types based on the relative position
of the verbs to the topic persons in
the segments. Since the syntactic
information of a text is useful in resolving the relationship bet ween
entities, we devised the Rich Interactive
Tree (RIT) structure, which depicts the
syntactic path of topic persons in a
candidate segment’s parse tree.
Figure 1 illustrates the process of
generating an RIT. By default, we utilize
the shortest path-enclosed tree (SPT)
as the default RIT sapling. However,
the interaction expression is excluded
from the SPT if it follows the last personname. To remedy this issue, if the last
person-name and the verb following
it form a verb phrase in the syntactic
parsing tree, we treat the verb as a
modifier of the last person-name and
extend the RIT to the end of the verb
phrase. Furthermore, to make the RIT
clearer and more concise, we truncate
the middle clauses of candidate
segments. We then search for the person
dependency path, which is defined
as the shortest connecting path of
the topic persons in the dependency
graph of the candidate segment. Subsequently, we remove a middle clause
and all of its elements in the RIT if the
clause is not involved in the persondependency path. Additionally, we
remove the stop words in the RIT, along
with their corresponding elements, as
well as merge all duplicate elements
to make the RIT concise. The segment’s
content is also examined to ornament

…..

…..

羅姆尼抵達白宮會面歐巴馬

Romney arrived at the White House to meet Obama

歐巴馬與羅姆尼在白宮共進午餐

Obama has lunch with Romney at the White House

桑托勒姆
(Rick Santorum)

領先
(lead)
認同
(endorses)

宣布
(announce)

…

譏諷
(ridicule)

(Barack Obama)

批評
(criticize) 會見
(meet)

支持
(support)

共進午餐
(have lunch)

反對
(oppose)

批評
抨擊
(criticize) (attack)

…

挽回
(redeem)

猛攻
(onslaught)

羅姆尼
(Mitt Romney)

提名
(nominate)

歐巴馬

柯林頓
(Bill Clinton)

辯論
萊恩
(debate)
對決
(Paul Ryan)
唇槍舌劍
(versus)
(have a dispute)
指責
不同意
(censure) (disagree)

拜登

(Joe Biden)

The topic-person interaction network generated regarding the 2012 U.S. presidential
election. (Figure 2)

the RIT with interactive semantics.
We use the log likelihood ratio (LLR)
to compile a list of interactive verbs.
A verb with a large LLR value is closely associated with the interactive segments. For each person-dependency
path that contains an interactive verb,
or if its similarity to an interactive verb
is larger than a predefined threshold
ζ, we add an IV tag as a child of the
tree root to incorporate the interactive
semantics into the RIT structure. Finally,
we adopted the convolution tree kernel
to measure the similarity between text
segments in terms of their RITs. The tree
kernel is incorporated into the support
vector machine (SVM) in order to learn
a classifier for each structural type to
detect interactive segments in the topic
documents.
Figure 2 illustrates a topic-person
interaction network constructed from
the topic of the 2012 U.S. presidential
election by the proposed method. In
this topic, the detected interactive
segments are mostly related to Barack
Obama and Mitt Romney, and the interactions are often negative. This is
because the topic persons represented
different political parties in the election
campaign, and they often criticized
each other. Nonetheless, our method

Developing Story

successfully detects a segment in which
Barack Obama extended an olive branch
to Mitt Romney by inviting him to lunch.
This example validates the claim that our
method is competent to capture diverse
and changeable person interactions.
The generated topic-person interaction
network also reveals friendships between
those involved in the campaign. For
instance, the interactions between
Barack Obama and Joe Biden, who also
represented the Democratic Party for the
election, are all positive in intention (e.g.,
“ 挽 回 ” (redeem) and “ 支 持 ” (support)).
With the detected interactive segments
and the corresponding interaction network, we believe the readers of the topic
documents will be able to establish the
background of the topic to facilitate
document comprehension.
In sum, this research proposed a rich
interactive tree structure for generating
topic-person interaction networks.
Experimental results based on realworld datasets validate the superiority of
our method over all compared models.
Furthermore, readers can easily navigate
through topic persons of interest within the interaction networks and subsequently construct background knowledge to expedite understanding of a
certain topic.
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Distinguished Lecture Series

Embodied Cognition: Towards Combining Vision, Motor Control and Language
Jitendra Malik — November 23, 2016
“We have been helped by “big annotation” and “big simulation;” but these will not be able to
carry us all the way in other components of AI. Child development suggests a wide variety of
learning mechanisms, which we can try to model and exploit.....”

Revisiting Control/Data Plane Separation in Software Defined Networking
Giuseppe Bianchi — October 31, 2016
“This talk addresses technical ways to formally describe stateful per-flow behavior while
retaining pragmatism (and some level of compatibility with today’s OpenFlow), platform
independency, and portability across different network devices and nodes......”

A Random Walk of Network Science Research:
Sub-modularity, Large Graphs Computation and File System Support
John C.S. Lui — November 8, 2017
“….. how one can combine theory of sub-modularity and probabilistic counting data structures
to information discovery and computation on large graphs. I will also discuss how one should
re-design the file system support so as to provide a more efficient computation on network
science problems……

activities

Watermelon Competition on July 21.

Champion of
Basketball on May 17.
Champion of Badminton
on May 16.
Champion of Table
Tennis on May 18.

Open House on October 28.

2017 Frontiers of Communications and Networking
Workshop

on Asia-Pacific Cooperative

November 10, 2017

Security

An International Seminar

Auditorium 106 at new IIS Building, Academia Sinica

To provide a platform for scholars in the field of communications and networking
in Taiwan to interact, collaborate, and share new and trending ideas with each
other annually.
Topics
Realizing IoT & 5G Innovation and Services with SDN/NFV
Sampling Large Networks: Algorithms and Applications
Efficient Information and Influence Diffusion in Communications and Social Networks
......

2017 Frontiers of Communications
and Networking Workshop
November 10, 2017
Auditorium 106 at new IIS Building, Academia Sinica

To provide a platform for scholars in the field of communications and
networking in Taiwan to interact, collaborate, and share new and trending
ideas with each other annually.

May 26-29, 2017
Auditorium 106 at new IIS Building

Topics
• Security and Great Power Rivalry in
the Asia-Pacific • The Future of Missile
Defense System • Missile Defense •
Trump and the Security of the AsiaPacific • Aerospace Technology
Development for Keeping the Peace
Across the Taiwan Strait • International
Regulation of Cyber Sphere and Cyber
Arms Control • Challenging Myths of
Cyber-Security and Cyber War--What
Chance Cyber-Governance? • Taiwan’s
Search for International Space in
Regulatory Regimes • Roundtable
Discussion on Cyber Conflicts • The
Dilemma of the East and South
(China) Seas • Spent Nuclear Fuel
Management • Peace Museums •
Trust, Identity and Reconciliation in
Northeast Asia: Dealing with
Painful History to Create a Peaceful
Present

Topics
Realizing IoT & 5G Innovation and Services with SDN/NFV
Sampling Large Networks: Algorithms and Applications
Efficient Information and Influence Diffusion in Communications and Social Networks
....

TABATA Sports
September 4-October 20

Annual Field Trip on the Resort
Mawutu in Hsinchu on June 16.

Open House on October 28.

Activities
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Project

Decoding the Epigenetic Riddle of the Genome
Chung-Yen Lin

Associate Research Fellow

L

ife science is a Big Data Science now.
In the aspect of content, a human
genome is composed of 23 pairs of
chromosomes, or more than 300 million
of nucleotide bases which are arranged
into meaningful, non-random long
sequence strings. Each year we scientists
resolve new genomes, on which more
sequencing-based studies can be
enrolled. The accumulation of omic
data, such as nucleotide sequences from
genomic, transcriptomic, proteomics,
or compounds from metabolites discovered in biopsies or food industry,
explosively grows and changes life
science a lot. It is exciting that we are led
to explore the secret of life on a whole
genome scale rather than focusing on
one or several gene candidates.
Scientists are long struggling on
resolving how genes/genome are regulated to fit the versatile tasks. It reveals
a simple fact that we can not answer
most questions simply by sequence
context alone. One of the most obvious
examples is the developmental program
of vertebrates, the process to start a new
generation from a single zygote. Millions
of new cells emerged and differentiated.
Besides few cell types that are proved to
change the genome by recombination,
these cell types found in a body use the
same genome information with fine
tuning by epigenomic effects.
Genomic DNA methylation was first
described in prokaryotes as a genome
d e fe n s e m e c h a n i s m a g a i n s t v i ra l
invasion. It is known as a powerful
mechanism in eukaryotes now, such as
flowering plants and insects to silence
selfish genes and X chromosome inactivation of the human for gene dosage compensation. Recent studies

The workflow of TEA from raw reads to data visualization and deep analysis. (A) Align BS-seq
read to the reference genome. (B) Generate mtable from CGmap, the output of BS Seeker2,
or CX_report, the output of Bismark. (C) The main portal of TEA for data submission. (D) Data
visualization with Venn diagram, boxplot, histogram, heatmap, and Circos plot. (Figure 1.)

reveal that genomic DNA methylation
is a dynamic process. Combining the
Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) with
Bisulfite modification of methylated
C, high throughput sequencing has
become a gold standard technology
to profile the dynamics of DNA methylation at single-base resolution. However, the analysis of whole genome
methylome data is very complicated
with heavy computing. It is an issue
that burdening modern biomedical
researchers in the data exploding surge.
My lab colleges and I have devoted
to building user-friendly, intuitive webbased data analysis platforms for several
years. We try to extend our experiences
in solving data integration and autoannotation problems that heavily loaded
in lab researchers who start an omic
study. Here I present the web service,
TEA ( The Epigenomic platform for
Arabidopsis, http://tea.iis.sinica.edu.tw),
for Arabidopsis thaliana whole genome
methylome analysis. This is a cooperation
project between Dr. Chen, Pao-Yang
who is the methylome expert in Institute
of Plant and Microbial Biology and was
partially supported by Microsoft Inc. This
system can help researchers to jump

over a long lag phase of bioinformatic
tasks, such as data retrieving and link
data to gene annotation. We also extend
the cooperation to human methylome
and mouse methylome.
Results
Arabidopsis thaliana is a popular
model plant. It is a self-fertilization
species with a small and completely
sequenced genome, comprised of
five nuclear chromosomes plus mitochondrial and chloroplast DNA. The
present genome build, TAIR10, is 135
Mb. To crop the essence of genome
methylation status and to meet the
efficiency for performing analysis online,
we introduce a straightforward method
for measuring genome methylation
level in each sequence context by the
gene. Briefly, we count the number of
reads mapped to each C in a minimum
threshold of 4, make an average on the
methylation percentage at least five C
site of each sequence context type, and
give six measurements (i.e., pmt-CG, pmtCHG, pmt-CHH, gene_CG, gene_CHG,
gene_CHH) of a gene. The methylation
level is thus a normalized score from 0

(all observed sites are unmethylated)
to 1 (all observed sites are methylated),
or “NaN” for genes which do not meet
the criteria to calculate the index. This
method is implemented in an in-house
program (EpiMolas.jar) to summarize a
BS-Seq mapping result into a small, tabdelimited data file, mtable.
Then we design a data uploading
process which triggers a website deployment by linking data files to gene
annotation databases (TAIR10, KEGG,
Gene Ontology), data analysis toolkits,
and display modules. The whole system
runs in a vir tual machine (CPUs of
2.27GHz, 4 cores, 16GB RAM and 500
GB storage) on the cloud infrastructure.
An website created through TEA server
is designed as a gene-centric page
containing gene infor mation, t h e
methylation profile on CG, CHG, and
CHH contexts of the gene (gene body)
and the promoter region (-2500 to +500),
an embedded genome browser, and
gene function annotation (GO terms
and KEGG pathways). The neighboring
gene function allows users to browse

the genes located up to a 5 Mb flanking
range. The workflow of TEA from raw
reads to data visualization is summarized
in Figure 1. We also spent some efforts
in designing the backend control. For a
non-registered user, a project website
can be freely accessed within one
month. For a registered user, we provide
one-year accessibility of the website.
The project website can be accessed
exclusively, or under password control,
or open to the public.
Once the website is built, the user
can access gene by a full-text search on
annotation tables, gene locations, or
by differences between experimental
conditions. The measurement of
methylation can be analyzed by the
difference (subtraction) among conditions or cut-off threshold. Gene list
selected by the quantitation analysis can
be submitted for functional enrichment
analysis on KEGG or GO, or for displaying
the relative methylation scores by
heatmap with 2D clustering, or be
kept as a Gene List for the later survey.
(Figure2)

Six data modules in TEA. The full-text search module is to search interesting genes in
the keyword search from the context of gene ID, gene symbol, gene description, and
KEGG description. DMGs module is to select differentially methylated genes (DMGs) on
customized criteria. mc Threshold module is to select DMGs by a cutoff value. Import
Genelist module is to upload interested gene lists. KEGG Global View module is to display
which genes involved in each category of KEGG pathways. Gene list analysis module is to
view the gene set from different analytic approaches including Venn diagram, heatmap,
Circos plot, GO terms and KEGG pathway enrichment analysis. (Figure 2)

Project

Conclusion and Future Works
We design the whole BS-Seq pipeline
into two parts. Using an in-house java
script, users can convert their whole
genome BS-Seq mapping result into a
summary file in a web-based analysis
applicable size. Then we design a stepby-step process to guide users building a
data project website with access control.
The workflow for a BS-Seq data analysis
process is more complicated than a
transcriptome workflow. Here, we have
constructed a new pipeline composed
of raw data processing, mapping,
calculating the level of methylation and
generating a summary file for TEA. And
the whole pipeline with used tools is
wrapped as a tool on Galaxy/ DOCKER
framework. To alleviate the burden of
upstream BS-seq data alignment, we
simplify the complicated data processing
from raw data to a table of methylation
by Docker’s container-based platform.
Using this user-friendly interface of TEA
with a summary file of methylation,
the gene and promoter methylation
levels among experiment conditions are
retrieved and analyzed easily. Besides,
reanalyzing the openly accessible
methylome data can serve as a good
starting point for bench scientists to
conceive of new studies. Presently we
applied the whole processes to another
model organism like human and mouse.
We hope to break the ceiling of data
handling and make the analysis to a
more straight forward way.
Reference
1. Sheng-Yao Su, Shu-Hwa Chen, I-Hsuan
Lu, Yih-Shien Chiang, Yu-Bin Wang, PaoYang Chen, Chung-Yen Lin*, “TEA: The
Epigenome platform for Arabidopsis
methylome study,” BMC Genomics,
volume 17(S13), pages 1027, December
2016, Tea website: http://tea.iis.sinica.
edu.tw.
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Lab Profile

Guarantee Software Correctness through Logic
and Mathematical Tools
Programming Languages and Formal Methods Laboratory

Mu, Shin-Cheng
Associate Research Fellow

T

he Programming Languages and
Formal Methods Laboratory has
four members. The common theme of
our research is to guarantee software
correctness through logic and mathematical tools. My own recent research is
related to monads.
Purely functional languages, in which
functions are true mathematical functions, offer a simple model of computation in which programs can be
understood as mathematical equations
whose properties can be proved using
mathematical tools, including induction.
“Side effects,” on the other hand, include
impure actions of computers, such as
updating variables (states), exception,
input and output, non-determinism, and
concurrency. The general impression
that purely functional languages do not
allow side effects is misleading; they just
insist that effects must be introduced in
a mathematically manageable manner.
One of the ways to introduce effects is
through monads.
A monad consists of a type constructor M and two operators “return”
and (>>=). A value having type M a
represents a computation which, after
being executed, would yield a value
having type a. During the computation,
side effects may occur. The expression
“return x” denotes a computation that
does nothing apart from returning the
value x, while “m >>= f” denotes passing
the result of executing the monad m to
function f, which in turn yields a monad.

Together they should satisfy three monad
laws:
return x >>= f = fx
(left identity)
m >>= return = m
(right identity)
(m >>= f) >>= g = m >>= (\x fx >>= g)
				
(associativity)
For instance, the “left identity” law
says that passing the result of “returning
x” to f is the same as applying f to x.
Associativity allows us to alter the order
of how oper-ands to (>>=) are bound.
Furthermore, a monad may support
some effects, and for each effect we
need additional operators. For nondeterminism, we usually assume two
operators mzero :: M a and mplus :: M
a → M a → M a. The former denotes
failure, while x mplus y denotes that the
computation may yield either x or y. A
reasonable assumption is that mplus is
associative with mzero as its identity. For
states, we usually assume two operators,
get and put, which respectively read from
and write to a variable that exists only
within the scope of the monad. They have
a list of laws to satisfy too. These laws are
used to reason about monad programs;
even programs having effects can be
reasoned.
Monads were introduced into computing science in the early 1990s [Mo91,
Wa92]. Given the newness of the topic,
discussion naturally focused on how
monads could be implemented. There
are several ways to implement return and

(>>=) that support non-determinism,
and also several ways to implement
return and (>>=) that support states. The
main concerns were probably efficiency,
strictness, etc.
Very soon it was noticed that monads
with different effects do not compose
easily. For example, return and (>>=)
that support both non-determinism and
states cannot easily be derived from
those that support individual effects. It
is certainly not ideal to implement every
monad from scratch. In around 1995 the
concept of “monad transformers” [LHJ95]
— functions from monads to monads
that compose easily — was introduced.
At this stage, the main concerns were
modularity and other engineering topics.
Soon, to some people’s surprise, many
“monads” people built were not really monads. For example, we used to
think the Maybe type in Haskell constitutes a monad that supports nondeterminism while being more efficient
than lists. It turns out that an important
distribution law between mplus and
(>>=) is not satisfied. The most intuitive
way to implement a ListT monad transformer, which is used to simulate nondeterminism, does not even meet a
monad law when applied to the State
monad. Recently I learned of another
case: while non-determinism monad and
probability monad (not to be confused
with non-determinism) individually
satisfy all the expected laws, if they
are both present in one programming
language, the laws fail to be satisfied.
Therefore, there has been another
twist in the way people talk about
monads these days. Contemporar y
concerns are more about properties.

It is argued that monadic programs
should be reasoned about purely from
the properties, regardless of how the
monads are implemented [GH11]. It
is also an important research topic to
construct a monad given the set of
properties it is supposed to satisfy [PP09].
Meanwhile, people are starting to believe
that monad transformers might have its
inherited flaws and are proposing new
approaches to handle monadic effects
[KSS12]. My own research is about proving and deriving monadic programs,
and trying to find out conditions under
which desired properties of one effect
can be preserved in the presence of
other effects.
References
[Mo91] Moggi, E. Notions of computation and monads. Information and
Computation 93(1), pp. 55–92, 1991.
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[Wa92] Wadler, P. Monads for functional programming. Program Design
Calculi: Marktoberdorf Summer School,
pp. 233–264, 1992.
[LHJ95] Liang, S. and Hudak, P. and
Jones, M. Monad transformers and
modular interpreters. Principles of Programming Languages, pp. 333–343,
1995.
[KSS12] Kiselyov, O. and Sabry, A.
and Swords, C. Extensible effects: an
alternative to monad transformers.
Symposium on Haskell, pp. 59–70, 2012.
[GH11] Gibbons, J. and Hinze, R.
Just do it: simple monadic equational
reasoning. International Conference
on Functional Programming, pp. 2–14,
2011.
[PP09] Plotkin, G. and Pretnar, M.
Handlers of algebraic effects. European
Symposium on Programming, pp. 80–94,
2009.
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Great Idea

A Puzzle about Majority Voting
Che-Ping Su and Churn-Jung Liau

I

Figure 1

n group decision making, we sometimes use majority voting to settle
disagreements. In this short article, I
will introduce a puzzle about majority
voting, called the doctrinal paradox.
By examining the puzzle, we will see a
general problem of majority voting.
Three Judges of a Court Disagree…
In a court, three judges need to form
a collective judgment about whether
some defendant broke a contract. In
this case, there are two key issues:

Figure 2

Figure 3

● according to the contract, is the
defendant forbidden from doing some
specific action?
● did the defendant actually do the
action?
If the answers to both questions are
yes, then the defendant is liable for
breach of contract. On the other hand,
if the answer to one of the questions
is no, then the defendant did not
break the contract. (More specifically,
if according to the contract the action
is not forbidden, then the defendant is
not liable for breach of contract. If the
defendant did not do the action, she
also did not break the contract.)
These three judges have different
opinions about the two issues. Their
opinions are described in Figure 1.
To settle the disagreement, these
three judges appeal to majority voting.
They are going to form the collective
judgment based on the majority opinion.

One Procedure for Forming the Collective Judgment
With respect to whether the defendant
is liable for breach of contract, one
procedure for forming the collective
judgment goes as follows:
[Step 1] each judge draws her own
conclusion, first;
[Step 2] then, they take a vote on
whether the defendant broke the contract.
Figure 2 illustrates the first step. For
example, the second judge thinks: although the action is forbidden, the
defendant did not do it. Hence, the second
judge concludes that the defendant is not
liable for breach of contract.
The second step is illustrated by Figure 3. According to the procedure, the
collective judgment should be that the
defendant is not liable for breach of
contract.
Another Procedure for Forming the
Collective Judgment
Interestingly, there is another procedure
for forming the collective judgment about
whether the defendant broke the contract:
[Step 1] three judges take votes on the
two key issues, first;
[Step 2] based on the voting result
on the two issues, the judgment about
whether defendant broke the contract can
then be derived.
The first step can be illustrated by Figure 4.
With respect to the first issue, the

majority opinion is that according to
the contract, the defendant is forbidden
from doing that particular action. For
the second issue, the majority opinion is
that the defendant did the action.
In the second step, the two majority
opinions about the two issues are taken
as the premises for deciding whether
the defendant is liable for breach of
contract. (The second step is illustrated
by figure 5.)
The conclusion made based on the
two majority opinions about the two
issues is that the defendant did break
the contract.
A Paradoxical Situation
Intuitively, the two procedures described above are equally reasonable.
However, they give us conflic ting
answers: the first procedure gives a ‘not
liable’ verdict; the second one gives a
‘liable’ verdict! Should the collective
judgment be that the defendant is
liable for breach of contract, or not? This
seems to be not clear at all.
The puzzle described above is the
doctrinal paradox. Figure 6 summarizes
the whole puzzle.
The Significance of the Puzzle
What does this puzzle tells us? To
answer this question, we need to slightly
simplify the puzzle.
First of all, let us:
● ignore all the left-to-right arrows in
Figure 6;
● at the moment, make empty the row
for majority opinions in Figure 6.
Then, we obtain as shown in Figure 7.
Every judge’s opinions about the

three questions are left.
Now, let us focus on the result of
majority voting on the three questions. (It
is illustrated in Figure 8)
Note that Figure 8 is a simplification
of Figure 6. In Figure 8, we ignore all the
left-to-right arrows.
Looking at Figure 8, we can find out
two things:
♦ Each judge’s opinions about the
three questions form a consistent set
of statements. For example, the second
judge’s opinions are:
● the action is forbidden according to
the contract;
● the defendant did not do the action;
● the defendant is not liable for breach
of contract.

Figure 4

Figure 5

Intuitively speaking, these three statements are compatible with each other.
Figure 6

♦ However, the majority opinions about
the three questions form an inconsistent
set of statements. More specifically, the
majority opinions are:
● the action is forbidden according to
the contract;
● the defendant did the action;
● the defendant is not liable for breach
of contract.
The first two statements together
imply the opposite of the third statement.
Therefore, what the puzzle – the
doctrinal paradox – tells us is: when we
take votes on more than one (related)
issues, the result of voting could be
inconsistent!
Escape of the Paradox: Help from Artificial Intelligence

Great Idea

While the majority voting used above
is a common method employed in the
democratic society, it is not the only
one. In fact, it is one of many different
aggregation methods. As it is used to
aggregate different judgments, it is
called a judgment aggregation method.
In social choice theory, the famous
impossibility theorem by Kenneth Arrow,
a winner of the Nobel Memorial Prize in
Economics, has shown that, under some
reasonable postulates, it is impossible to
have a preference aggregation method
that satisfies all those postulates.
Analogously, it has been proved that
there does not exist any judgment
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“All Kinds of Technologies Can Come from Humanity’s Desire....”

What attracted you to this field and
to IIS?
Academia Sinica is the most prestigious research institute in Taiwan, and
it has been my first choice ever since I
decided to pursue a career in academic
research. I still remembered the warm
response from Dr. Yue-Sun Kuo when I
applied to IIS during the last year of my
doctoral work. He invited me to give
a talk about my Ph.D. research to the
institute. Shortly afterward I received
an offer from IIS. I worked hard to
complete my Ph.D. and returned to
Taiwan to start my career at the end of
that year.
Although I have changed my research topics several times since joining IIS, the general direction of my
research interests remains unchanged:
very practical network and system
problems. I have been interested in
such practical research problems since
I was a graduate student. In fact, I have
always been a super hands-on person.
I love to get familiar with a system, to
understand its working principles and
identify its performance bottlenecks,

and then to apply my knowledge to
tweak it a bit.
For instance, the first research topic
of my Ph.D. study is about the Bluetooth
communication standard. After learning
its standard from a lecture, I found
its internal parameter settings are
blind and non-responsive to network
dynamics; so I proposed an adaptive
p a c k e t t y p e s c h e m e to a d a p t i t s
baseband packet type to maximize its
performance in real time. The result of
this research was encouraging. I had my
first-ever research paper accepted, and
the concept of my proposed solution
has been included in subsequent
Bluetooth standards.
The other research problem of my
Ph.D. study concerns link capacity. We
started the research from scratch, and
designed a lightweight yet accurate
link-capacity-estimation tool based
on our own theory. This estimation
tool was further extended to support
different types of network scenarios. All
the source codes are open source and
have been made freely available to the
research community. We received a lot
of great feedback from the experience.
This experience really influenced me to
believe in the open-source spirit.
Self Portrait
After joining IIS in 2005, I changed
my research topic to wireless sensing
systems. The first such system we built
was YushanNet, a system for tracking,
searching for, and rescuing hikers in
Yushan National Park. In the project, we
introduced a store-carry-and-forward
mechanism to leverage short-range
wireless communication for delaytolerant networking. We also designed

a lightweight, low-power, and lowrange “black-box” for hikers with fully
customized form factors for hiking
scenarios. The project ran four years. This
was the first time I conducted research
outside my laboratory. We learned a lot
from the experience, and enjoyed the
process of gradually solving a real-world
problem.
My second system project in IIS
concerned measuring comfort on public
bus systems. The system utilized the
3-axis accelerometer of smart phones
to measure the vibration levels of
public buses on the move, and applied
a scoring function to rank the comfort
level of each bus journey. In addition, by
comparing the GPS trajectory measured
by the smart phone and that provided
by the real-time bus information system,
we identified the bus information (such
as route number, bus license number,
a n d b u s co m p a ny ) a n d p rov i d e d
a ranking service for different bus
agencies, route numbers, and bus
types. This project demonstrated an
innovative combination of participatory
sensing and government open data for
social good, and it won an open data
app contest. Unfortunately, the project
did not last long, as it did not provide
enough incentive for par ticipants
to stay in the system. However, the
lessons learned through the process
were valuable and inspired us a lot in
subsequent projects.
What are your main research areas
and objectives?
My current research focuses on a
participatory-sensing-based, large-scale
PM2.5 monitoring system called AirBox.
The project has run more than five

years; in recent years it has yielded some
good results. In the first three years of
this project most of the topics we tackled
were too challenging to overcome.
We almost gave up. Thanks to recent
advances in sensing technologies and
the development of “maker movement,”
however, the project made significant
progress in terms of deployment scale
and the citizen science it has developed.
As measured by the number of
AirBoxes deployed, the project grew
from tens of nodes to more than one
hundred nodes in half a year, and then
to more than one thousand nodes in
one year. It is expected to exceed ten
thousand nodes within the next two or
three years. Moreover, the deployment
has spread to more than thirty countries
— a number we expect to double by the
end of this year. It should be mentioned
that the project is not merely hardware
deployment. In fact, its deployment is
related to many research issues. Some
of them are practical, and some are
theoretical. Without the deployment
of such a large system, however, these
issues might never be resolved or even
discovered. I have to say that these
AirBox-enabled research issues are very
challenging, and we are very excited
about that.

What is your expectation for IIS’s future
and vision for your future research
works?
Th e re a re m a n y o u t s t a n d i n g re searchers in IIS, many of whom are
among the best in their research fields.
Although I may be the only person in
IIS to be extremely focused on practical
research topics, I have found that most
people in IIS are very open minded

and quite easy to collaborate with. It is
also easy to conduct interdisciplinary
collaboration, as there are plenty of wellestablished researchers in the same
campus. I would say that our greatest
competitors are ourselves, because
computer technologies evolve so fast
that we cannot always stay in our comfort
zone but must always update our knowledge of emerging technologies.

handful, but I love being with them.
When I have an urgent deadline, I even
bring them to my office on weekends so I
can keep working while they are playing
with their toys in front of me.
I also love to keep learning new
technologies, and keep myself hands-on.
For instance, the current AirBox project
is a byproduct of my personal maker
project.

What are your suggestions for students
who would like to engage in research
in this field of information science?

What is your personal expectation for
the future?

Most CS students today are not as
hands-on as before. One of the reasons
for this may be that current computer
systems are too powerful and complete,
and there are no more incentives for
students to hack and tune the systems.
Another reason may be that computer
technologies evolve much faster than
ever before, such that people tend to
wait for new technology to be released
rather than inventing a new technology
of their own. However, these situations
may not be good, especially for young
students. Although hands-on experience
may not always result in good outcomes,
undergoing that process helps people
gain insights into computer systems and
develop the capacity for self-learning.
Such experience may be even more
helpful when some day you face a brandnew challenge and have to conduct
innovative work.

I always hope that my academic research not only will be of excellent quality
but also will be really useful, friendly, and
impactful to the community. I strongly
believe that all kinds of technologies can
come from humanity’s desire. I hope that
my research can always be in accord with
my beliefs, and that the results of my
research can be appreciated and received
well by society.

Please tell us about your personal life
and your hobbies.
In addition to work and research, I
spend most of my time with my family,
especially accompanying my two young
sons. Sometimes they can be quite a
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Figure 7

A Puzzle about Majority Voting
(cont’d from page 13)
Figure 8

aggregation method satisfying some set
of reasonable postulates.
Then, is it possible to escape from the
doctrinal paradox? To study the problem,
belief merging for multi-agent systems
in AI has attracted much attention
of researchers. Because agents may
receive different information from their
environments, they may form different
beliefs on the same thing, just like that
different judges may have different
opinions on the same issue. Hence, a
direct union of all agents’ belief may
result in a contradiction. Therefore, a
semantic approach is proposed in AI.
The main idea is that each individual’s
belief can correspond to the set of
models satisfying the belief. That is, each
individual’s belief can be represented as a
set of possible worlds. Then, the distance
of a model to an individual’s belief can be
defined as its minimum distance to the
set of possible worlds. As a consequence,
a model of the merged belief is one

that minimizes the sum of its distances
to all individual’s beliefs. Because, for
finite agenda, such minimal-distanced
models must exist, we can always have a
consistent merged belief by using such
distance-based approach. However,
because minimal-distanced models
may be not unique, several issues on
the agenda may remain undecided in
the merged belief. Thus, even though
the approach can resolve the doctrinal
paradox, the judges may still have
difficulty on collective decision-making.
In summary, although AI research sheds
some light on the resolution of doctrinal
paradox, much more research is needed
for a really satisfactory solution to the
judgment aggregation problem.
Conclusion and Further Readings
The doctrinal paradox reveals one
problem of majority voting: when we
take votes on multiple issues, the result
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of voting could be inconsistent.
How far can we generalize the puzzle? Is there any voting method that
avoids inconsistency? Investigating these
two questions belongs to a study, called
social choice theory. For further readings,
readers could go to Stanford Encyclopedia
of Philosophy (https://plato.stanford.edu/)
and search for the entry ‘belief merging
and judgment aggregation’ or ‘social
choice theory’. In addition to a general
introduction to social choice theory, those
entries also contains a further discussion
on the doctrinal paradox.

